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When  W.  B. Yeats  described  'the fascination of what  is difficult'  he alighted  upon  a truth  sometimes  
forgotten  by our education system. Subjects  which seem a hard  slog at the time can later be a source of 
permanent pleasure; education should be enjoyable,  but it cannot  always be fun. Soft options  do not stretch  
the mind. It is for that  reason that   I mourn   the  passing  of  Latin  from  so  many  state schools' curricula. 
Like most children of the sixties, I went through  a stage when I embraced each new liberal educational notion 
as if it were truth. Chief amongst  the  shibboleths was the cult of Relevance:  whole  areas   of  human   
knowledge  might  be rejected  if they did  not fit into  the tiny tenement  of one's individual  psyche. 
It was intellectual narcissism  legitimised.  Milton  was not 'relevant'. Liverpool pop poet Roger McGough  
was. Sylvia Plath (talented exponent of the poetry of suicide), not Jane  Austen, articulated the inner scream 
of a million tormented modern  women. Misguided  students of English at   university  (and   I  was  one)  
cricised  Anglo-Saxon   as 'irrelevant' to a literature course. And Latin  . .. no 'point' to it, we said; Latin 
was a dead language with no place in a school stable which was about to be cleansed by a Herculean spirit 
of misplaced egalitarian philistinism. It is a pity our teachers did not enthuse about Latin for Latin's sake;  
and  that few of their  pupils could apprehend the  beauty  - stark  and  logical - preserved  forever,  and 
therefore   living  forever,   in  the  language   of  Virgil  and Cicero. 
 
It angers  me  that  children  today  are  not  given  the chance  to find  out. Last  year the Oxford  and  
Cambridge Examining Board  recorded  only 3,730 pupils taking  Latin 0-level, compared  with nearly 
10,000 in 1963. In private schools, Latin is started early. When I telephoned five comprehensive schools I 
discovered no Latin at all. I bitterly resent the fact that if I send my son to a local comprehensive   he will 
never  have the  chance  to discover that  he hates Latin lessons; never have the relief of giving it up! Or,  if 
he persevered with it, never experience the delight of construing Latin prose at A-level, when succeeding is 
like solving a tough  crossword puzzle and composing a piece of music at the same time. He will not be 
able to say, as I can, that choosing Latin enriched my life. The  crustiest  professors,  with whom I might 
disagree on all other issues, have my sympathies when they protest at the  death  of the classics. I could cite 
as evidence reams of Latin  verse,  or  prove lengthily  how a knowledge of Latin gives resonance  to 
everything I read and write. For lack of space  I simply  call as witnesses Ben Jonson, who praised Latin  
as the  'queen  of tongues', and  Winston  Churchill, who  believed  that  clever  boys should  'learn   Latin  
as  an honour' 

An honour  indeed,  as  well as  an excitement,   to  understand, for instance,  one sentence of Horace: 
 

Si vis me flere, dolendum est 
Primum ipsi tibi  . 

 
If you wish to make me weep, you must first feel pain yourself. The language  is simple, economical; the 
meaning embraces a complex truth at the heart of all literature. We are denying a generation  access to the 
finest poetry and  the  purest  prose,  and,  equally,  we are depriving  that generation  of one of the best 
trainings in logic it is possible to  have  outside  a  philosophy  course  - because  Latin  is (quite  simply) 
difficult  and forces you to damn  well think. You do not 'find all that  rolled into a social studies  course. 
We must not let it go. 
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student, Jonathan Dimbleby (they have two children). She is working on a biography of George Eliot, but is 
also trying to do some translations from Latin verse as a hobby 'because it is good exercise!'                                                                   
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